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COVID-19 has changed our lives, 
from where we work to how we 
live to whom we see. For building 
owners, managers, engineers, and 
HVAC contractors, it’s escalated the 
challenges you face. Revamping HVAC 
systems usually occurs slowly, with 
ample time to plan – but not with the 
COVID-19 pandemic. An immediate 
need to mitigate the virus impacts how 
you manage building HVAC systems, 
both now and going forward. 

In light of COVID-19, the American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, 
and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
(ASHRAE) and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) have 
recommended new guidelines for 
building indoor air quality (IAQ). But 
you may struggle to meet them. In 
many cases, these strategies place 
higher performance demands on 
building HVAC systems not equipped 
to handle the increased loads. For 
example, increasing outside air 
could lead to a shortfall in cooling or 

heating. Your budget may not allow you 
to replace your HVAC system, and you 
may struggle to upgrade it due to its 
age or design. That’s when temporary, 
supplemental HVAC solutions can 
provide a safety net, enabling you to 
meet ASHRAE and CDC guidelines 
while you develop a long-term 
solution. 

We’ve put together the IAQ Guide to 
help you maintain safe, healthy IAQ 
during COVID-19 and beyond. The 
guide contains four main types of 
information:
•   Discussions of the four main 

ASHRAE guidelines and the 
challenges to implementing them.

•   Suggestions for temporary solutions 
until you can install a permanent 
solution.

•   Healthcare IAQ recommendations 
for those managing hospitals and 
other healthcare facilities.

•   A checklist that will help you 
evaluate if your current HVAC 
system meets best practices for IAQ.

Meeting ASHRAE Guidelines During the

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
AND BEYOND
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The organization’s position is that transmission of 
the COVID-19 virus through air is likely and that 
controlling airborne exposure is critical. That calls 
for changing building operations, including HVAC 
systems, in four primary ways: 

•   Increase the amount of outside air used by 
building HVAC systems.

•   Upgrade air filters to higher MERV ratings.

•   Install UV-C lighting in HVAC systems.

•   Maintain inside air relative humidity between 
40% and 60%.

In spring 2020, ASHRAE issued 
additional guidelines for building IAQ. 

How long these recommendations will stay in 
effect remains to be seen. But you can expect 
the emphasis on healthy and safe indoor air for 
building occupants to continue. 

Better IAQ leads to more productive and happier 
occupants, and better outcomes everywhere from 
hospitals to schools to commercial buildings. Poor 
IAQ can be costly if issues aren’t quickly brought 
under control, resulting in lost productivity and 
use of buildings, repairs to the building and 
mechanical system, and legal costs and bad 
publicity. Over the long term, there’s a new 
emphasis on maintaining buildings for wellbeing, 
through measures like ventilation and filtration. 

Let’s take a closer look at each of the four 
recommendations.

CHANGES TO
BUILDING OPERATIONS
due to COVID-19
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INCREASE OUTSIDE AIR
Most building HVAC systems pull in some air from the outdoor atmosphere. This keeps buildings from 
getting stuffy, reduces odor, and increases IAQ for the occupants. But outside air can be searing in spring 
and summer and numbing in fall and winter, depending on your location. 

To reduce the spread of COVID-19, ASHRAE recommends that building managers increase the amount of outside air 
used by their HVAC systems. Bringing in fresh air can decrease the portion of potentially contaminated air recirculated 
through the structure, which may help reduce the spread of the virus.

The difficulty arises when adding outside air increases demand on HVAC systems to more then they’re designed to 
handle. You may need supplemental cooling or heating to climatize building air and keep occupants comfortable. An 
affordable, temporary heating or cooling solution can help you maintain temperatures at a suitable level while moving 
more air through your structure. But you should also survey your structure for air leakage – maintaining an acceptable 
environment will prove much more difficult if air flows out as fast as it flows in.

HEALTHCARE: 
ASHRAE guidelines for healthcare call for a 
minimum of 2 air changes per hour of outdoor air 
and 2 air changes per hour of total air, although 
facilities should aim for higher total air. Supply air 
temperature should be no more than 15ºF above 
room air temperature. For further information, see 
the ASHRAE Guidance on Recirculation and Increased 
Outside Air Fraction at the reference above.

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT: 
NEGATIVE AIR MACHINES 
Hospitals have implemented more negative air rooms 
during COVID-19. Creating negative air space requires 
pulling more air out of a room than the HVAC system 
puts in. Most HVAC systems need airflow double 
or triple the usual amount to maintain the proper 
pressure differential and minimum air changes per 
hour. The space also requires a tight seal. Sunbelt 
Rentals can provide temporary negative air units that 
allow healthcare facilities to offer more negative air 
rooms, especially in infectious disease wards, until it’s 
possible to install a permanent solution. 

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/building-readiness#increasedvent
https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/healthcare
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UPGRADE AIR FILTERS TO  
A HIGHER MERV RATING
HVAC filters and air cleaners filter pollutants and contaminants out of the air that 
flows through them. How efficiently they do that depends on the filter’s MERV 
rating, a standard adopted by ASHRAE in 1987. MERV stands for minimum efficiency 
reporting value. ASHRAE now recommends that building maintenance managers 
upgrade their air filters to a higher MERV rating and change filters more often. 

The higher the MERV rating, the smaller the size of the particle the air filter will capture. Most 
commercial and residential buildings typically use air filters with a MERV rating between 7 and 
9, while hospitals and research laboratories use those with a rating between 12 and 15. HEPA 
filtration is rated at MERV 18 or higher. 

Keep in mind that the particle size of the COVID-19 virus is extremely small. Using a typical 
MERV 7 air filter to capture COVID-19 particles would be like using a chain link fence to stop 
mosquitoes. The current recommendation from ASHRAE is for public buildings to upgrade 
their air filters from a typical MERV 7 all the way up to a MERV 13. A MERV 7 air filter will catch 
particles down to 3 microns, while a MERV 13 air filter will catch particles down to .3 micron.

But there’s a trade-off. Using air filters with a higher MERV rating creates more turbulence 
and static pressure in the HVAC system as air flows through the filter. Static pressure is the 
resistance to air flow within an HVAC system and its duct work. Building HVAC systems are 
designed to work within a certain static pressure range. Increasing system static pressure 
beyond the design value may cause issues with air distribution within a building. To help keep 
building occupants comfortable and safe may require temporary supplemental HVAC solutions 
that use 100% outside air to overcome the high-static situation. 

CONTINUED 

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/building-readiness#upgrading
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UPGRADE AIR FILTERS CONTINUED

HEALTHCARE: 
ASHRAE recommends no less than MERV 13 and MERV 14 for systems 
not serving specialized healthcare environments, like operating rooms, 
which may require filters with even higher efficiency. But reducing the 
airflow could result in a higher pressure drop across the filter that leads 
to loss of desired room pressure differentials. You may need to speed 
up the fan or increase frequency on variable frequency drives, and also 
ensure the filter seal stays intact despite the increased drop across 
the filter. For further information, see the ASHRAE guidance on Filter 
Changing in Units Serving COVID-19 Patients at the reference above. 

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT: 
TEMPORARY FILTER SOLUTIONS,  
SUPPLEMENTAL HVAC UNITS, AND AIR SCRUBBERS 
Although increasing filtration is critical, some older HVAC systems 
don’t have room for larger, thicker filters, so they can’t be installed in 
the permanent system. Short-term solutions from Sunbelt Rentals 
will enable you to use filters with higher MERV ratings until you can 
overhaul your permanent system. In addition, if your existing system 
uses filters with a MERV 8 rating, upgrading to MERV 13 or 14 will cause 
airflow through the system to drop. A temporary, supplemental HVAC 
unit can provide the additional air needed. 

Sunbelt Rentals can also design and implement a HEPA filtration 
strategy for a room or an entire building. Air scrubbers take in air and 
run it through a pre-filter, HEPA filter, and post-filter to remove 99.97% 
of contaminants. Then, the system pushes clean air into the space 
where it’s needed. 

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/healthcare
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INSTALL UV-C LIGHTING
In the 1930s and 1940s, work on UV-C lighting revealed its potential to kill airborne microorganisms.

As a result, hospitals, grocery stores, and restaurants have used UV-C lighting for decades to sterilize 
equipment and combat contaminants in their HVAC duct systems. ASHRAE provides guidance on how to 
install UVC lighting for disinfecting the built environment, and the Food and Drug Administration notes that 
installation in ducts is the safest way to employ UVC radiation.

Studies have yet to show that UV-C radiation will inactivate the COVID-19 virus. But past research shows exposure 
to UV-C light renders other similar virus particles unable to reproduce. That slows the spread of contaminants to 
building occupants.

Installation and testing of UV-C lighting often requires maintenance personnel to take a building’s HVAC system 
offline. During this period, you may need temporary and supplemental HVAC solutions. 

HEALTHCARE: 
ASHRAE recommends facilities consider 
UV-C lighting for disinfection if they 
have specific mitigation needs – such 
as healthcare, education, and food 
processing. Most direct UVC radiation 
is harmful to human skin and eyes, 
so installation in duct is the safest 
option. For further information, see the 
ASHRAE guidance on Disinfection at the 
reference above.

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT: 
UV-C LIGHTING 
All Sunbelt Rentals air conditioning and air 
handling units can be equipped with UV-C 
lighting kits. If you decide to use UV-C lighting 
to help disinfect your HVAC system, Sunbelt 
Rentals can provide the necessary lightbulbs 
during maintenance processes. 

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/building-readiness#uvgi
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/uv-lights-and-lamps-ultraviolet-c-radiation-disinfection-and-coronavirus
https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/healthcare
https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/healthcare
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MAINTAIN RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
BETWEEN 40% AND 60%
Preliminary scientific research indicates that heat and relative humidity in the ambient air have a 
direct relationship to the spread of COVID-19. 
Humidity, for example, is one factor that determines which microorganisms are found in indoor air. With this 
in mind, ASHRAE recommends building managers maintain a relative humidity between 40% and 60% inside 
structures to decrease infectious particles and infectivity of viruses in the air.

Building managers in hot and humid areas like the Gulf Coast may struggle to meet these requirements, as well 
as those in cold and dry areas like the Dakotas. Many building HVAC systems aren’t equipped to maintain humidity 
in this range. In that case, you may want to supplement your system with a temporary HVAC solution to remove or 
add moisture.

HEALTHCARE: 
ASHRAE Research to Support Facility Guidelines 
states that the scientific literature generally confirms 
that the worst survival rates for microorganisms 
occur when the relative humidity is 40% to 60%. 
In addition, ASHRAE recommends a temperature 
between 70ºF and 75ºF. For answers to more 
questions about IAQ in healthcare environments, see 
the ASHRAE Healthcare FAQ. 

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT: 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SYSTEMS 
To feel confident you‘re maintaining the optimal 
temperature, humidity, and IAQ in your facility, you 
may want to consider an environmental monitoring 
system, such as a Sunbelt Air Monitoring System 
(SAMS) unit. This system can monitor and record the 
environmental conditions within a structure, alert 
building managers if temperature and humidity stray 
from the desired range, and provide 24/7 data to 
help building managers make decisions about their 
COVID-19 strategies. 

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/building-readiness#increasedvent
https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/technical%20resources/covid-19/ashrae-d-co-rp3.pdf
https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/healthcare-faq
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CHECKLIST TO EVALUATE
HVAC SYSTEM COMPLIANCE
With ASHRAE Guidelines

INCREASED OUTSIDE AIR IN YOUR STRUCTURE.  
For healthcare, aim for a minimum of 2 ACH of outdoor air and 2 ACH of total air.

UPGRADED FILTERS TO MERV 13 AT A MINIMUM.  
For healthcare, use filters with a MERV 13-15 or higher, including HEPA filtration.

INSTALLED UV-C LIGHTING TO COMBAT CONTAMINANTS IN HVAC DUCT AND TO 
STERILIZE EQUIPMENT, ESPECIALLY FOR HEALTHCARE, EDUCATION, AND FOOD 
PROCESSING. 

 ENSURED YOUR SYSTEM CAN MAINTAIN RELATIVE HUMIDITY BETWEEN 40% AND 60%.  
For healthcare, also maintain temperatures between 70ºF and 75ºF.

 CONFIRMED YOUR HVAC SYSTEM HAS THE CAPACITY TO OPERATE OPTIMALLY GIVEN 
THE CHANGES YOU’VE MADE.

 ADDED MONITORING FOR IAQ AND AMBIENT CONDITIONS TO INFORM DECISIONS ABOUT 
KEEPING YOUR BUILDING AND OCCUPANTS SAFE AND HEALTHY. 

COVID-19 has changed how we manage the built environment to make it as safe and 
comfortable for occupants and patients as possible. That starts with ensuring you’ve taken 
the following steps to meet ASHRAE guidelines to mitigate the virus:
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Sunbelt Rentals maintains a fleet of reliable, high-quality equipment 
to meet any IAQ or HVAC need. 
More importantly, our experienced team understands the challenges 
created by COVID-19 and can engineer cost-effective solutions. You can 
trust that we will deliver the equipment you need on time and support you 
throughout the rental. Our people and processes make the difference that 
results in a superior product for you.

For immediate questions on IAQ or HVAC systems, contact us today at 
866-510-4777 or visit us online at sunbeltrentals.com.

SUNBELT RENTALS CAN HELP.
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